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Abstract The modelling of modern power markets requires the representation of the following main
features: (i) a stochastic dynamic decision process, with uncertainties related to renewable production
and fuel costs, among others; and (ii) a game-theoretic framework that represents the strategic be-
haviour of multiple agents, for example in daily price bids. These features can be in theory represented
as a stochastic dynamic programming recursion, where we have a Nash equilibrium for multiple agents.
However, the resulting problem is very challenging to solve. This work presents an iterative process
to solve the above problem for realistic power systems. The proposed algorithm is consist of a fixed
point algorithm, in which, each step is solved via stochastic dual dynamic programming method. The
application of the proposed algorithm are illustrated in case studies with the Panama systems.

Keywords Power Markets · Stochastic Optimization · SDDP · Game-Theory · Strategic Bidding

1 Introduction

Since the 80s many modifications took place in the power sectors all over the globe[1]. One of the main
paradigm changes was the appearance of deregulated markets which created new challenges for both
industrial and academic sectors. The main modifications towards a competitive market was to replace
centralized operation by energy markets in which agents are able to freely take their own decisions
on both investment and production[2]. Specifics of institutional rules vary from one country to the
other, however a common auction based framework is present in most of these deregulated power
systems[3][4].

The first two main classes of problems arising from these changes are the investment[5] and the
production problem[6] also known as operantion and dispatch problem. While the first is deeply con-
nected to system expansion planning and is a long term problem, with a time scale of around 10 years,
the second one is a shorter term problem, of scales varying from days to few years. These problems
are clearly distinct and this work is concerned with the second one, the production problem, in the
specific case of hydro thermal systems.

The production problem is concerned with the agents’ energy offer, or production, in a competitive
market. Such problem is connected to the operation problem since the system operation will be based
in those offers. In hydro thermal power systems, the centralized operation problem is already a non-
trivial problem, whose solution has been well established [7]. In many cases, its possible to reduce the
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first problem to the latter, also the operation problem can be used to give proxies for the solution of
the production problem.

Depending of the nature of the system, hydro thermal in our case, the production problem also have
some special cases which have significantly different solutions. The hydro-thermal energy production
problem is considerably more complex because in inherits the basics of purely thermal problem and
adds other difficulties of its own such as time coupling and stochastic processes such as incoming water
to reservoirs by means of rain[8].

In a deregulated environment we have a second key difficulty in the market modelling: effect of
market power [9]. It may occur that some agent, or a small set of agents, hold a significant proportion
of the system’s energy capacity and then be able to manipulate prices at its own will, monopolies are
the extreme situation when some agents do control all the system capacity. Such situation is terrible
for consumers that might be exposed to unreasonable energy prices.

1.1 Main Contributions

According to [8] the purely thermal version of the production problem has been vastly studied and
a lot of good methodologies were proposed. Also, for short term hydro production problem there are
a few works that devise interesting and fairly complete solutions. However, for medium term hydro
production problem the literature is very limited, due to the high complexity of a problem including
time coupling and market power.

Our goal is to detail a complete methodology to simulate the behaviour of a Hydro-Thermal Market.
The result of the simulation procedure should approximate the production problem solution. Consid-
ering multiple agents capable of exercising market power is a common framework in game theory,
whilst taking into account time coupling and uncertainties is the goal of stochastic dual dynamic pro-
gramming, SDDP. Therefore we will proposed an algorithm based on the combination of SDDP and
non-cooperative game theory following the lines of [10].

However, we differ from [10] because we consider price and quantity bids instead of simple quantity
bids. Also the former work only considered one price maker agent and relied in the existence of price
takers, while we shall not assume the existence of price takers and we will consider multiple price
maker agents.

The use of algorithmic game theory will assume rationality of the agents which is a typical as-
sumption in auditing markets for market power abuses. Thus, the method is of great use for market
regulators, besides the straightforward applications in the agent energy production problem.

1.2 Organization

This work is organized as follows: chapter two is concerned with the fundamental characteristics of
power markets. In chapter three a few models concerning specifics of power markets well be presented.
In Chapter four, the simulation algorithm is described together with the corresponding concepts of
game theory. Chapter five contains the case study and a few representative results. Finally, in chapter
six, conclusions are drawn together with future study topics.

2 Power Markets

Power Markets have received a lot of attention in the last years, its an important economy area and
moves huge amounts of money. Many countries’ power sectors have been to through deep modifications
creating the most varied problems for researches and practitioners. System deregulation took place in
many countries creating an interesting framework for energy trade.

In those deregulated systems, competition takes place in a auction based framework known as day
ahead market [11][4]. Agents actually rely on bidding strategies in daily basis to improve their revenue.
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Consequently, devising methodologies to obtain good bidding strategies has become an important
problem studied worldwide.

On the other hand, system operators also rely on bidding models to minimally regulate markets
and avoid abusive prices in order to protect consumers[12][13]. Presenting a complete methodology to
simulate agents behaviour in such markets is crucial to detect market power and abuses. Simulation
of energy Markets have been studied in [14] and [15].

2.1 Key concepts

In this Section we present some key concepts of power markets. Such concepts will be essential to
understand the problem of market simulation and its main difficulties associated with the bidding
problem. Most of the nomenclature used here follows the excellent literature review exposed in [8].

2.1.1 Cost based versus Bid based power systems

The optimal operation problem for the case of cost based power systems is a classical and well studied
problem since the famous solution by the Stochastic Dual Dyanamic Programming, SDDP, [7] for the
case of hydro thermal systems. For completeness of this work that borrows heavily from the core SDDP
idea we reference the cost dispatch in the appendix 1.

In cost based these systems all the agents have operation costs and the dispatch problem mini-
mizes the overall system operation cost without absolutely no interference of the generators. This is a
centralized operation typical of regulated power systems such as Brazil and most of South and central
America.

On the other hand we have the bid based model in which generators would not need to disclose
their operation costs. In this model, all the generators hand their energy offer to the operator. These
offers, also known as bids, are usually represented by price and quantity curves reflecting amounts of
energy some generator is willing to sell for some given price. Many countries such as United states and
New Zealand have adopted such deregulated system.

2.1.2 Day-Ahead markets

Existing offer based power markets are built up from the fundamental concept of day ahead markets[16].
Every country has its own singularities on the basic rules for their markets, however, the following
definition is extremely general and condensates the most important characteristics.

Following [6], a day ahead market consists of three phases: bidding, market clearing and pricing.
The bidding phase is when the agents, relying on their own methodologies, decide their bids in form
of price and quantity curves.

Market Clearing is the process of deciding which agents will be dispatched, it is performed by
the system operator and fundamentally decides the optimal dispatch by minimizing the overall cost
of meeting the demand. If no extra rules, such as nodal pricing[17], are included in the clearing,
the operator simple dispatches the agents with cheapest bids. The price of the most expensive agent
dispatched is the system marginal cost, also known as spot price. This step is performed in the exact
same way of the single stage thermal dispatch of appendix 7.1, but instead of having plant’s cost and
capacities we have agents prices and quantities.

Given the a demand d and set of prices pi and quantities qi indexed by the set A we have the
simplest market clearing problem given by:
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minimize
∑
i∈A

piei (1)

subject to ∑
i∈A

ei = d ← πp (2)

ei ≤ qi ,∀i ∈ A (3)

Clearly this problem is solved simply by the merit order and yield to the system spot price π, the
dual variable of the load balance constraint (2), see appendix 1.

Finally, pricing is the phase in which the agents are paid for the energy they sold. All the energy
is bought at spot price value no matter the position of the agent or plant in the merit order, it only
matters if some of its quantity was allocated to meet demand.

The above described procedure is a simplified version and for instance transmission constraints [17]
can complicate the problem and dispatch agents without following merit order.

2.1.3 Price makers and price takers

In the cost based power systems all the agents are the same to the eye of the system operator since
they simply hand in their operation cost, which is a physical characteristic. However, in offer (or bid)
based markets we must depict a clear distinction between two kinds of agents.

The first group is named price takers because their energy offer will not affect the system spot price,
because they are typically small generators compared to the overall system demand. The problem of
obtaining optimal price and quantity offers for these agents is named the bidding problem, which is
very important on its own.

The second group, the price makers, is composed of agents whose offer can indeed modify the spot
price. These agents usually have generation capacity that can be compared to the system demand, or
better, represent a significant proportion of the overall system capacity. For these agents the problem
of obtaining optimal bids is known as strategic bidding problem.

2.2 Bidding Strategies

In the aforementioned excellent review of [8] the hydro bidding problem main characteristic are ex-
posed so that methodologies can be separated between niches. The bidding problem will be tackled
in significantly different manners depending on problem time scale, agents nature (price makers and
price takers) and power plants nature (Thermals or Hydros).

Note that the Thermal bidding problem is indeed relevant for Hydro bidding because frequently
hydros can be approximated locally by thermals , with respect to time. However, instead of operation
variable costs, hydro plants will have opportunity cost see appendix 7.1 and [18].

In hydro modelling we can have varied time scales, we highlight 4 basic ones. Immediate Term,
represented by a minute scale where intra day operations is carried, dispatch is performed to comply
with demand variations and point-wise problems, reserves and unit commitment are fundamental here.
Short Term with a time scales ranging from days to months. Medium Term representing one to five
years range. Finally Long Term horizon ranging from 10 to 30 years, which is a typical framework
for generation expansion. Note that in the first two scales inflows are usually treated as deterministic
data, whereas in the last two time horizons inflows are stochastic data.

For hydro bidding, the most relevant scales are short and medium terms. In short term, the small
variability of inflows makes the problem similar to the thermal bidding problems. However, in medium
term, the inflows may vary significantly as exposed in [19][20][21], leading to more complex problems
with fewer works, mainly for the price maker case[6].
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This reduced literature is the main motivation of this work to present a complete simulation method-
ology for power markets with hydro penetration. More specifically, we are focusing in the case of medium
term problems with hydro price makers where literature is even more scarce.

Aiming at the hydro bidding problem with price makers we shall present the state of the art
literature for the other cases in the following sections. We will present four main cases: 1) thermal
price taker, 2) thermal price maker, 3) hydro price taker and our goal 4) hydro price maker. 1) and
2) are facilitated because they present no time coupling which prevents straightforward application of
their results to 3) and 4). On the other hand in 1) and 3) no agent bid will affect the price leading to
simpler structure and interesting solutions that do not apply directly to 2) and 4).

2.2.1 Thermal Price Taker

This is the simplest version of the problem presented here. We have no time coupling and no market
power being exercised by agents. Due to this characteristics a fairly complete solution solution was
devised by Gross et al. [22] by resorting on economic ideas.

It was proved that the optimal bidding strategy is to bid the variable cost operation. Therefore
the spot price resulting from the market clearing in competitive markets will converge to the prices
in centralized dispatch, see appendix 7.1, provided we do not have time coupling or price takers. This
result is widely used to make price forecasting in power markets[23].

For more complete reviews on the thermal price taker version of the bidding problem the reader is
referred to [24][25][26].

2.2.2 Thermal Price Maker

Now the problem is complicated by the presence of price makers existence. Still no time coupling is
present as in last section. Price makers have the capability of affecting the spot price by modifying
their bids, therefore we have a circular problem in which bids affect prices and prices affect bids.

This circularity led to the common framework of bi-level mathematical programs. The idea is to
have a first level model to optimise the agents bids and second level to perform market clearing and
decide the spot prices. Fortunately the second level is a linear program (LP), thus the use of the so
called Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions[27] to convert the minimization problem into a set
of non-linear equations where the spot price is indeed a variable. By adding these equations to the first
level of the optimizations problem we have a non-linear (indeed non-convex) optimization program
with a special structure known as Mathematical Program with Equilbrium Constraints, MPEC[28]. A
lot of research have been done around this problem and the reader is referred to [29][9][30] for further
information.

Many algorithms were proposed to solve the case of a single price maker agent, some of these
are: mixed integer linear programs, MILP, [29]; LCP[30], heuristics [31], simulations [14] and tailored
procedures [9]. For the multi agent case we have [32] where Stakelberg equilibria is achieved by a
tailored algorithm, and [6] where the MILP model of [29] is expanded to accommodate the multi-agent
case using Nash equilibrium, see appendix 2.

Game theoretic approaches have two interesting characteristics that will influence their applica-
tions. Firstly, in this approach the number of states can grow rapidly, which can make many practical
size instances intractable [33]. Secondly, players rationality is assumed, which might not be a good
assumption for some applications such as bidding strategies devised by companies, although this as-
sumption is a reasonable and common assumption on the side of the system operator. One alternative
to the game theory is the scenario approach, in which a price maker company considers its rivals bid
in scenario form to obtain a bidding strategy in extreme situations [34].

2.2.3 Hydro Price Taker

Now we relax once more the the existence of price makers and go back to systems comprising only
price takers, however, now we add hydro plants to the system. Now the problem is modified once
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more because time coupling and stochastic inflow processes render most of the solutions of last section
useless.

A seminal reference to the problem solution is given in Gjelsvik et al. [35], which addresses to the
hydro price taker problem in medium term horizon. The authors consider stochastic data from both
inflows and spot prices and devise a mixed SDP/SDDP algorithm. The proposed algorithm is then
applied in [36] to the Norwegian system.

Other methodologies were proposed to solve the problem in either short or medium term. Some
of these methods applied to short term are: Lagrangian relaxation [37], Neural Networks [38], Mixed
Integer Non-linear Programming [39] and Mixed Integer Quadratic Programming [40]. Methods ap-
plied to medium term include Optimal Control [41], Markov Decision Processes [42] and Sequential
Stochastic LP [43].

One interesting result of the application of a model similar to the one proposed in [35] is that if
price taker hydros are located in different basins the market is indeed efficient and the dispatch of offer
based systems converges to the one of cost based systems, this is shown in Lino et al.[44]. Moreover
[44] also shows how to fix the problem for agents in the same basin by creating the so called water
wholesale market.

2.2.4 Hydro Price Maker

Finally we arrive to the most complex of the version of bidding problems present in this work. Due
to the presence of hydros we have to consider time coupling. Also the existence of price makers add
non-convexities to the problem. Finally in case of medium term problems the stochastic inflow process
adds up to the other difficulties of this problem.

Among the early references on the hydro price maker problem we find [45], which combines game
theoretical ideas to dual dynamic programming in the framework of deregulated markets. The problem
is modelled for 2 hydros as a Cournot duopoly and a few approximations are made to get rid of
non-linearities. Considering stochastic inflows, [15] devises a Nash-Cournot model for the multi-stage
problem with price makers solved via SDP. However both models are restricted to a small number of
reservoirs due to the curse of dimensionality.

Other attempts to tackle this problem include: in medium term scale, more specifically around one
year, [46] by using MILP to obtain an operation for one price maker producer. On short term scale
[47] considered uncertain rival bids and applied MILP to solve the strategic bidding problem and [48]
modelled the multi-agent electricity market by relying on model predictive bidding.

Finally, we highlight the work of Flach et al. [10] that models the hydro price maker problem with
a single price maker in a stochastic framework applying SDDP to solve a medium term multi-period
problem. As we have seen SDDP depends on the convexity of the problem to work, therefore the price
maker revenue curve, which is know to have a sawtooth shape [31] [6] is approximated by its concave
hull. This allow the solution of problem instances with multiple reservoirs and time-steps.

This concludes our review on the bidding problem so that we can proceed with the description of
a few models that capture some specifics of the power markets. All of them will be pieces of the final
simulation methodology.

3 Power Markets Models

In this section we shall present four models that will be building blocks for the proposed simulation
methodology. The first model is a standard SDDP formulation for centralized dispatch. Two of the
models deal with optimal production strategies, one for price makers and other for price takers. The
other model is basically a tool for converting between quantity bids to price and quantity bids.

The models here presented will make heavy use of the classical SDP and SDDP algorithm and
its applications to the optimal dispatch problem. The reader is referred to the Appendix for more
information about the algorithms and the dispatch problem.

We start with the notation used in all the upcoming models:
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3.1 Basic Notation

The three models in the sequence apply to agents separately so the following sets, constants and
variables are referring to a single agents.

3.1.1 Sets

H is the set of hydro plants
G is the set of thermal plants
R is the set of renewable energy plants (solar and wind power)
T is the set of states
S is the set of scenarios
L is the set of openings: Openings are the conditioned outcomes for the next stage
B is the set of blocks: Blocks are used to represent intra-stage varying load levels
M(i) set of hydro plants that spill or turbine to hydro i
P (i, t) set of autoregressive lags of hydro i in stage t
M is the set of cuts if some stage, understood by context

3.1.2 Constants

ct,j is the unit cost of plant j in stage t
ρi is the hydro production factor for hydro i, this value is used to convert from water turbined to
energy generated
ϕp
t,i is the pth autoregressive coefficient of the inflow for plant i at stage t

ui is the maximum turbined water by hydro i
vi is the maximum reservoir volume of hydro i
ei is the maximum energy generated by hydro i
gi is the installed capacity of thermal plant i
âst,i is the simulated inflow value for hydro i in stage t and scenario s. If inside square brackets includes
also all the previous values
ξ̂lt,i is the residual value for the AR process hydro i in stage t and opening l
dt,b is the system demand in stage t and block b

3.1.3 Decision Variables

We shall omit the subscript referring to the scenario s for simplicity.
gt,b,i energy generation of thermal plant i in stage t and block b
et,b,i energy generation of hydro plant i in stage t and block b
ut,i turbined water by hydro i in stage t
xt,i spilled water by hydro i in stage t
vt,i reservoir level of hydro i ate the beginning of stage t
∆t,b overall produced energy by some agent at stage t and block b
πht,i water marginal cost of hydro i (a dual variable from water balance constraint)
πpt,i system spot price in stage t and block b (a dual variable from load balance constraint)

3.1.4 Coefficients of SDDP cuts

The cutting planes generated during the SDDP algorithm have the parameters:
ϕm
t linear coefficient from the mth cut of stage t

ϕa
m
t,i angular coefficient for inflow of hydro i in the mth cut of stage t

ϕh
m
t,i angular coefficient for reservoir level of hydro i in the mth cut of stage t
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3.1.5 Agents Notation

In centralized models G ,H ,R represent the set of plants of the whole system. Whenever we have a
model applied to a single agent the sets G ,H ,R represent the sets of plants for the current agent,
that is, the one the problem is being solved for. If we have multiple agents at some point, we shall
differentiate between their generators sets by a subscript, for instance, Hi will represent the set of
hydros of the ith agent and H−i will represent the set of hydros of all the other agents. The agents set
is represented by A.

3.2 Cost Based Operation

For the sake of completeness and better understanding of the forth coming models we present the
classical SDDP formulation for the centralized optimal dispatch problem. For further details the reader
is referred to the Appendix.

The standard SDDP formulation is completely described by the sub-problem, which is solved in
every stage and scenario. The following linear program represents the sub-problem of the centralized
dispatch:

minimize
∑

i∈G,b∈B

cjgt,b,i +
1

|L|
∑
l∈L

αt+1(vt+1,H , [a
l
t+1,H ]) (4)

subject to

vt+1,i = v̂st,i + âst,i − (ut,i + xt,i) +
∑

j∈M(i)

(ut,j + xt,j) ← πht,i ,∀i ∈ H (5)

∑
b∈B

et,b,i = ρiut,i ,∀i ∈ H (6)∑
i∈H

et,b,i +
∑
i∈G

gt,b,i = dt,b −
∑
i∈R

rt,b,i ← πpt,b ,∀b ∈ B (7)

vt+1,i ≤ vi ,∀i ∈ H (8)

ut,i ≤ ui ,∀i ∈ H (9)

et,b,i ≤ ei ,∀i ∈ H (10)

gt,b,i ≤ gi ,∀i ∈ G (11)

alt+1,i =
∑

p∈P (i,t)

φpt,iâ
s
t+1−p,i + ξ̂lt,i ,∀i ∈ H, l ∈ L (12)

Of crucial importance in the SDDP algorithm we have the representation of the future cost function
in terms of hyperplanes, which are actually included directly in the sub-problem:

αt+1(vt,H , [a
l
t+1,H ]) =

minimize αt+1 (13)

subject to αt+1 ≥ ϕm
t+1 +

∑
i∈H

ϕh
m
t+1,ivt,i +

∑
i∈H,p∈P (i,t)

ϕa
m
t+1,1,ia

l
t+1−p+1,i ,∀m ∈M, l ∈ L (14)

In such model, we have the following constraints in the sub-problem: (5) represents the hydro
balance; (6) enforces that the energy produced by each hydro in all blocks must match the turbined
water; (7) represents the load balance that enforces how much energy must be produced to meet
the demand; (8)-(11) are simple Upper bounds on positive variables; and finally (12) describes the
autoregressive process of inflows.
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The objective function (4) is composed of two terms: the Immediate Cost Function given by the
thermal production costs and the Future Cost Function that represents the water values since its
a function of inflows and storage in stage t + 1. The function αt+1(vt+1,H , [a

l
t+1,H ]) represented by

(13)-(14).

3.3 Price taker offer: MaxRev

As introduced before, the price taker taker optimal energy offer problem is on its own an extremely
interesting problem. Moreover, it has not only been studied a lot in recent years, but also modelling
was applied in industry successfully.

In this work, we focus in the hydro-thermal power systems in medium time scale as it was defined
in [6]. Because agents can move water, thus energy, from one stage to the other via reservoir operation
the time coupling in this problem is crucial. As it will be fundamental for the derivation of the market
simulation model we present a methodology to solve such problem based on the SDDP algorithm, this
method is fundamentally based in [35].

The methodology to be presented relies deeply on the fundamental price taker characteristic: the
agent has no market power or influence on the spot prices. For thermals this problem reduces to offering
the operation cost of each plant. The objective will be to maximize the agent expected revenues given
a set of a distribution of spot prices.

The solution method for maximizing a price taker expected revenue given a temporal spot price
distribution will be called MaxRev.

The spot prices are considered as distributions over time they indeed have a stochastic processes
status just like the inflow process, therefore must be modelled as a state in a SDDP type formulation.
They do have some temporal structure and could be modelled as AR processes.

However, as it was shown in [35], the problem turns out to be saddle shaped: convex in the reservoir
and inflows states, but concave in the spot price state. The solution was to model the spot price process
as a Markov process, leading to a combination of SDDP and SDP methods.

3.3.1 Markov Chains

The Markov Chain scheme is very flexible and can also be used to represent demand load growth
, uncertainties in coefficients of the objective function, such as the operating costs (resulting from
stochastic fuel costs).

The Markov chain is defined by a set K of states, each corresponding to a cluster of spot prices,
transition probability from state j in stage t to state m in stage t+ 1 is represented by pjmt .

Spot prices are obtained from some dispatch methodology and, consequently, correspond to some
scenario s and stage t matching, in particular, some inflow vector at,s,H . These spot prices are clustered
in order to create the states of the Markov Chain so that each state k corresponds to a set Mk

t of
spot price scenarios {π̂t,s,b|s ∈ Sk}, where Sk,t is the set of scenarios that are in cluster k at stage t.
The clustering method can be of user choice although some methods such as k-means are almost the
standard. The transition probabilities pktm are estimated by counting how many simulation scenarios
s which are in state (cluster) k in stage t belong to state (cluster) m in stage t+ 1.

Each cluster k ∈ K in each stage t contains Mk
t values of spot prices. The state variable will

correspond to a cluster instead of a actual spot price value. Therefore, instead of a future cost function

βt(v̂
s
t,H , [â

s
t,H ], πk

t,B) we actually have βt(v̂
s
t,H , [â

s
t,H ], k(s)) = β

k(s)
t (v̂st,H , [â

s
t,H ]), where with some abuse

of notation k(s) is a function that maps scenarios to clusters.

3.3.2 Problem Formulation

Now we present the basic model formulation for the MaxRev. Following a classic dynamic programming
modelling style we go straight to the decomposed version of the problem. We have the following sub-
problem (or bellman recursion):
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β
k(s)
t (v̂st,H , [â

s
t,H ]) = (15)

minimize −
∑
b∈B

πs
t,b∆t,b +

∑
i∈G,b∈B

cjgt,b,i +
1

|L|
∑
l∈L

β
k(l)
t+1(vt+1,H , [a

l
t+1,H ]) (16)

subject to

vt+1,i = v̂st,i + âst,i − (ut,i + xt,i) +
∑

j∈M(i)

(ut,j + xt,j) ,∀i ∈ H (17)

∑
b∈B

et,b,i = ρiut,i ,∀i ∈ H (18)∑
i∈H

et,b,i +
∑
i∈G

gt,b,i +
∑
i∈R

rt,b,i = ∆t,b ,∀b ∈ B (19)

vt+1,i ≤ vi ,∀i ∈ H (20)

ut,i ≤ ui ,∀i ∈ H (21)

et,b,i ≤ ei ,∀i ∈ H (22)

gt,b,i ≤ gi ,∀i ∈ G (23)

alt+1,i =
∑

p∈P (i,t)

φpt,iâ
s
t+1−p,i + ξ̂lt,i ,∀i ∈ H, l ∈ L (24)

The first observation is that we have the new decision variable ∆t,b that represents the amount of
energy sold by the agent at the spot price of the current cluster: πs

t,b. The second basic observation is
that the load balance equation of the model in section (7) was replaced by equation (19) which states
that the ∆t,b is indeed the total generation of the agent.

Observe that the spot price here is the one matching the inflow scenarios, it actually is not a
necessary condition because any spot price from the correct cluster can be used, provided we choose
it randomly.

Now one can simply apply the SDDP algorithm (see appendix) with the following caveats: since
now we have spot price clusters as states the benders cuts generated by some sub-problem get the
label of the cluster from which it was generated. This label is used to associate the cut with the correct
future cost function. In scenario s we are in cluster k(s) and therefore we may transit to other cluster
according to the process transition matrix. These possible transitions are reflected in the proportions
of the opening, that is, if we have probability p of transitioning to state k2 than 100p percent of the
opening should be from that cluster.

The perfect match between proportions and opening numbers is hard to obtain therefore we proceed
as follows: the cluster to which each opening belongs to is chosen randomly from the distribution of
transition probabilities.

The cuts are defined as follows:

βl,k
t+1 ≥ ϕm

t+1 +
∑
i∈H

ϕh
m
t+1,ivt,i +

∑
i∈H,p∈P (i,t)

ϕa
m
t+1,1,ia

l
t+1−p+1,i ,∀l ∈ L,m ∈M(l) (25)

where M(l) is the set of cuts from the cluster that the opening l belongs to.

3.4 Detailing Bids

Although MaxRev can determine the optimal revenue-maximization strategy of a price-taker agent in
a power market, it does not represent the specific details of the day-ahead bidding under uncertainty.
We shall describe a model to perform this operation, we name it OptBid. OptBid uses the expected
future revenue functions produced by MaxRev’s stochastic recursion algorithm, together with auction-
specific data, to calculate the price & quantity bids of each agent in each stage (week or day) and
scenario.
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3.4.1 OptBid

We will decide the agent’s bid in terms of price and quantity pairs as follows. Given a discrete set of
prices we optimise the quantity of energy associated to each price, for each scenario, stage and block.
For each inflow scenario, the bidding is carried out under uncertainty regarding the market spot prices,
because for each cluster we consider a probability distribution (the spot price scenarios come from the
same stochastic price model used by MaxRev in the previous run).

The objective is to maximize the risk-adjusted sum of net revenues for that stage plus the expected
revenue from the auctions in the next stages (given by the future revenue functions, also calculated
by MaxRev). The use of future revenue functions ensures the adequate trade-off between the bidding
revenues in a given stage and the revenues in the next stages. Otherwise, the storage devices such
as hydro plants with reservoirs, pumped storage), fuel reservoirs and large-scale batteries would be
emptied in the first stages.

3.4.2 Intuition: filling the boxes

Since we are associating quantities to given prices, we can think of the algorithm as an allocation of
energy quantities in boxes labelled with prices. Consider the example that we have three boxes with
prices 10, 20 and 30. We put energy in the box if we accept selling energy for any price above that.
Suppose the current cluster spot price distribution is represented by the equiproportional values 5, 15,
25 and 35, also suppose we one thermal plant with cost 15 and capacity 10.

First of all, we put any amount of energy in box one we lose money because our cost is higher than
our price, and thus we only put energy in boxes if the spot is higher that 20. If the spot is 25 we want
to put some energy in the box with price 20 but not in the one with price 30, and if the spot is 35 we
want to put energy in the box of price 30. But how much energy we put in which box since we are
limited to 30 units?

Since we have no revenue for spots 5 and 15, our problem is reduced to maximizing 1/4((0) + (0) +
((10−15)q10+(20−15)q20)+((10−15)q10+(20−15)q20+(30−15)q30)) subject to q10+q20+q30 ≤ 10,
the we would decide to put all energy in box of price 30 because it maximizes our (risk neutral) expected
profit.

The problem get more and more complex as we have many more plants, with different prices and
capacities, and even more by adding hydros and their future revenue functions.

3.4.3 Problem formulation

The optimization is carried out separately for each agent, stage and scenario of the previous optimiza-
tion. For a simpler notation, we will omit in the formulation below the indices of the agents and of the
parameters that define the inflow scenarios (s and k̂s).

b ∈ B intra-stage blocks (typically hours)
n ∈ N bid segments, or ”boxes”, in each hour
Π̂b,n (pre-defined) bid price for box n, block b
qb,n bid energy amount (decision variable) of bid box n, hour b
k ∈ K(s) spot price scenarios from cluster K(s) of current scenario s in stage t (as seen in the previous
models, these scenarios are obtained from the clustering of short-run marginal costs in the construction
of the spot price Markov chain). Note the notation abuse, the ”function K” maps a inflow scenario, s,
into the spot scenarios set corresponding to the spot cluster k(s), i.e. if we map it spot cluster to its
set of scenarios trough f , we have K(s) = f(k(s))
δkb total bid energy amount (decision variable) of hour b, spot price scenario k.
π̂k
b spot price of hour b, scenario k

φ̂kb,n (pre-calculated) indicator function of the acceptance/rejection of bid price Π̂b,n for scenario k:

Π̂b,n ≤ π̂k
b ⇒ φ̂kb,n = 1; otherwise φ̂kb,n = 0.
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Now we ha the following problem:

Max
1

|K(s)|
∑

k∈K(s)

{[∑
b∈B

∑
n∈N

(
Π̂b,n × φ̂kb,n

)
× qb,n

]
− zk +

1

|L|
∑
l

βl,k
t+1

}
(26)

subject to

δkb =
∑
n∈N

φ̂kb,n × qb,n (27)

δkb =
∑
j∈J

gkb,j +
∑
i∈H

ekb,i +
∑
r∈R

r̂kb,r (28)

zk =
∑
b

∑
j∈G

cjg
k
b,j (29)

vkt+1,i = v̂st,i + âst,i − (ukt,i + xkt,i) +
∑

j∈M(i)

(ukt,j + xkt,j) ,∀i ∈ H (30)

∑
b∈B

ekt,b,i = ρiu
k
t,i ,∀i ∈ H (31)

vkt+1,i ≤ vi ,∀i ∈ H (32)

ukt,i ≤ ui ,∀i ∈ H (33)

ekt,b,i ≤ ei ,∀i ∈ H (34)

gkt,b,i ≤ gi ,∀i ∈ G (35)

alt+1,i =
∑

p∈P (i,t)

φpt,iâ
s
t+1−p,i + ξ̂lt,i ,∀i ∈ H, l ∈ L (36)

βl,k
t+1 ≤ ϕm

t+1 +
∑
i∈H

ϕh
m
t+1,iv

k
t,i +

∑
i∈H,p∈P (i,t)

ϕa
m
t+1,1,ia

l
t+1−p+1,i ,∀l ∈ L,m ∈M (l)

(37)

Clearly with the exception of equation (36) all the other inequalities are written ∀k ∈ K(s). The
Load Balance is replaced by equations (27) and (28) impose that for all block b and spot scenario k
the quantities of energy allocated to price boxes are smaller the same as the energy produced, which
is bounded by the physical constraints. Equation (29) sums the thermal cost to be considered in the
objective.

Note that we are optimizing with respect to the average value and no risk aversion is being consid-
ered, but that could be changed by modifying the objective function.

3.5 Single agent price maker offer

In this section we describe the basics of the algorithm proposed in [10] with a few modifications, for
future reference we name it NashBid.

3.5.1 NashBid

The NashBid model is used to represent the strategic behaviour of price maker agents . As the tool
name implies, it is based on game-theoretic concepts, namely a stochastic multi-stage Nash equilibrium,
this will be clear in the simulation algorithm section.

In this model we assume that each agent i do not have complete access to the operation and
production of the remaining agents, instead it is only assumed to know the set of [price; quantity] bids
of the other agents. In order to proceed, these bids are converted into a set of virtual thermal plants
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where unit operating cost corresponds to the bid price and the generation capacity corresponds to the
bid quantity. These virtual plants will become a “price taker” group in the calculation of the “price
maker” strategy of agent i.

This price maker strategy is determined by a multi-stage stochastic optimization algorithm, where
the objective is to maximize the product amount of energy offered by the price maker and the spot
price, known as agent revenue, which depends on both the amount offered by the price maker and on
the virtual thermal plants.

However as we discussed in chapter 2, the aforementioned agent revenue is sawtooth shaped curve
[31], which is non-convex. In order to apply SDDP we follow the approach of [10] and overestimate it
by its concave hull.

Just like MaxRev, NashBid determines the optimal operation strategy (but now for a price maker
agent). The detailed bidding strategy can be also determined by the OptBid simply by using the
pertinent future benefit functions.

3.5.2 Agent Revenue

The revenue function of agent i is constructed as follows:

We start by representing all the other agents by their price and quantity offers. Therefore, we have
a set O−i of all offers of all the agents so that we have a market clearing with respect to a offered
quantity e of the agent i given by the following parametric linear program:

z(e) = Min
∑

j∈O−i

pjqj (38)

subject to ∑
j∈O−i

qj = d− e ← πd(e) (39)

qj ≤ qj ,∀j ∈ O−i (40)

At the optimal solution we have the spot price πd(e), and thus the profit of agent i is given by
R̂(e) = e×πd(e), which is sawtooth shaped, which could be represented perfectly in a MILP. Since we
are about to apply SDDP we must obtain the concave-hull R(e) as in [10].

This concave hull can be represented by finite set of points (ei, R(ei)),∀i ∈ R, whose convex
combinations form a polyhedron that represents the hypograph of R.

Now we exemplify the construction of this revenue function we a few simple figures. Firstly, Figure
1 shows the system spot price as a function of the energy offered by some agent. Note that the function
is piecewise constant, because the spot price is only altered when the next bid is displaced with more
energy offered by the price maker agent.

Secondly, we have to multiply the spot price by the energy quantity offer to obtain the revenue as
a function of the energy offer. The obtained sawtooth shaped function is presented in Figure 2.

Finally, we obtain the concave hull of the revenue function, this is presented in Figure 3.
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Fig. 1 Spot Price as a function of energy quantity offer for some price maker agent

Fig. 2 Revenue function of a price maker agent

Fig. 3 Concave hull of the Revenue function , in red, original function in blue

3.5.3 Problem formulation

After defining the revenue function the SDDP sub-problem construction is a straightforward modifica-
tion from the MaxRev problem. Just one term in the objective function is modified, the profit term is
replaced from a price taker profit whose energy offer does affect the spot price by a revenue function
that represents the profit as function Rt,b.
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β
k(s)
t (v̂st,H , [â

s
t,H ]) = (41)

minimize −
∑
b∈B

Rt,b(∆t,b) +
∑

i∈G,b∈B

cjgt,b,i +
1

|L|
∑
l∈L

β
k(l)
t+1(vt+1,H , [a

l
t+1,H ]) (42)

subject to

(17)-(24)

We have, just like in MaxRev, a markov chain process, but instead of a linear revenue function we
have a more complex concave function. The remainder of the problem is identical.

4 Proposed Market Equilibrium Model

In this section we present a simulation algorithm that will make extensive use of the previously de-
scribed models. Our goal is to simulate a multi-agent power market with presence of hydro plants and
price maker agents in a medium term horizon. The most challenging characteristic of the problem are
time-coupling and stochastic inflows inherited from the hydro operation and non-convexities from the
price maker bids. Any attempt to model the multi-stage stochastic problem without a decomposition
makes the problem intractable and a simple application of SDDP is useless due to non-convexities.
Dealing with non-convexities in SDDP is a recent research field[49][50].

We shall build upon NashBid and, thus, rely on the work of Flach et al. [10] for the core algorithm.
However instead of single price maker agent we will allow for multiple agents that can exercise market
power, this will be done by applying basic ideas of non-cooperative game theory, in particular Nash
equilibria.

4.1 Algorithm overview

The basic idea is to loop trough agents until no agent desire to change its strategy, therefore reaching
a Nash Equilibrium. We will present a methodology of equilibrium in whicheach agent’s operation
strategy is decided for all stages considering the bids of the other agents, then the operation of such
agent is converted into price and quantity bids so that we can move to the next agent. This is repeated
until no agent has incentive to change their bidding strategy.

4.2 global equilibrium method

We start by assuming that each agent has a initial set of bids that came from a set of spot prices. We
start with agent 1 and build its revenue function, as in section 3.5, for all stages, blocks and scenarios
from the information of the bid of the remaining agents. Then a complete NashBid SDDP recursion
is run until convergence. From this problem solution we obtain sets of Future Revenue Functions that
can be used by OptBid to update agent 1 bid for all stages, scenarios and blocks. Now we go to the
next agent and apply the same procedure until no agent changes its bid any more and multi-stage
Nash equilibria is said to take place.

This procedure is highlighted in the next diagram:
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Fig. 4 global equilibrium method

4.3 Initialization

The methodology described to achieve Nash equilibrium can be significantly time consuming because
the fixed point method may need a few iterations to converge. Having to converge many SDDP’s for
each fixed point iteration could take a long time just like having to converge Nash equilibrium in
forward simulations.

In order to tackle this problem we propose a initialization methodology that only assumes as input
the system characteristics:

Everything starts by optimising the centralized operation to obtain a first proxy of spot prices in
the system. The second step is to convert the spot price scenarios into clusters with some algorithm
such as k-means. With the clustered spot prices one can apply the MaxRev model to all agents and
obtain their Future Revenue Functions. Given these FRFs and the spot prices we apply OptBid to
all agents to obtain their bids and, subsequently, we apply market clearing process to obtain a second
estimate of spot price scenarios. These spot price scenarios together with the OptBid results are used
as input

This initialization procedure is summarized in the following figure:
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Fig. 5 initialization

5 Case Study

In this section we outline basic results of simulation by applying the methodology in the system of
Panama.

5.1 The Panama system

The Panama power system is an hydro thermal system therefore it includes the core difficulties that
we seek to model. The system configuration is slightly different from the real system to better provide
insight over the results.

The system we used in the study is composed of 22 existing thermal plants with varied fuels such
as carbon, bunker and diesel, the overall thermal power is around 1145 MW. There is 42 hydro plants
with total installed capacity of 1674 MW, most of the plants are run of river and three of them do
have storages.

The study is carried over 4 years with monthly resolution, in which demand varies from around
850 MW per month in the first year to around 1050 MW per month in the last year.For the sake of
simplicity we consider a single block and an autoregressive model of maximum order one for the inflows
stochastic process.

Finally, in order to model a competitive market with price makers we divide the set of plants in 4
sets. The first three sets are price maker agents, each with one of the water reservoirs, and the first
agent owns a cascade composed of nine plants, summing a maximum installed capacity of 681MW.
All the agents have similar installed capacity of 539MW and 499 MW. The fourth set contains the
remaining plants, including all the renewable energy plants, thermals and few hydros with overall
capacity of 1100MW, these will all be price takers.
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5.2 Result analysis

The resulting simulation of the deregulated energy market is summarized in the figures presented in
this section. As a first illustrative figure of the result we present the monthly average of the spot price
in Panama in Fig. 6. In blue we have the spot prices from the centralized cost minimization problem,
clearly the prices are very seasonal due to the significant presence of hydro plants and the reduced
number of reservoirs, only three. The average spot price in the first two years is around $70, in the
following to years the spot average raises due to the lack of reinforcements in the system, that is, no
new plants are starting to operate after the second year. In the remainder of this section CD will stand
for Centralized Dispatch while NE will stand for Nash Equilibrium, the results of the deregulated
market simulation.

Also in Fig. 6 we have, in red, the resulting spot prices of the deregulated system. As expected we
see the prices getting significantly higher because a huge amount of the power system was allocated to
price maker agents. Disregarding the spot price spikes we can still see a slight seasonality in the prices.
The price spikes occur in stages where the cost dispatch attained its highest values and, thus, without
too much effort the price maker agents can displace thermal plants and make this spot much higher.

Fig. 6 Spot Price Mean

For completeness, we also present Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 which shows the spot price scenarios for both
cost dispatch and Nash equilibrium. From this graph we can have an idea of the variability in each
stage. We also present Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 which depict respectively typical cheap and expensive spot
price distributions. As seen in the previous figures the spot price average is displaced to the right after
deregulated equilibrium was attained. In cheap stages the spot is basically displaced to the highest
spot price and no more that that. However, on expensive stages, the price is slightly displaced in many
scenarios and in very critical scenarios the combination of high demand, small inflows and market
power lead to extremely high spot prices.
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Fig. 7 Spot Price Scenarios

Fig. 8 Spot Price Scenarios
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Fig. 9 Typical Cheap Spot Price Distribution

Fig. 10 Typical Expensive Spot Price Distribution

Fig. 11 displays the agents revenue resulting from both simulations: Centralized dispatch (CD)
and Nash Equilibrium of deregulated market (NE). We can observe that all the agents indeed had a
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higher revenue in almost all stages. Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the revenue result for each agent
separately.

Fig. 11 Mean Revenue per agent

Fig. 12 Mean Revenue: Agent 1
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Fig. 13 Mean Revenue: Agent 2

Fig. 14 Mean Revenue: Agent 3
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Finally, we present Fig. 15 which depicts the convergence process in terms of the spot price average.
The points in the graph are yearly average spot price. Each sequence of four points represents four
consecutive yearly spot prices after one agents has optimized its policy, the following four points
represent the yearly spot price after the second agent has optimized its policy. Thus, each sequence of
twelve points represents a complete fixed point iteration through all the agents, for clarity we separated
the iteration with vertical black lines. In the figure, the blue line presents the described that, while the
red dashed line presents the same data shifted by twelve points, or one complete fixed point iteration,
and we observe that ate the fourth complete iteration the process has stabilized.

Fig. 15 Convergence in spot prices
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6 Conclusions

As we have been arguing since the very beginning of this work the problem of simulating power markets
in presence of Hydro plants and Price Maker agents able to exercise market power is extremely difficult
due to the complex combination of time-coupling and game theoretic equilibrium formulations.

We were successful in presenting a complete and detailed methodology to simulate a power market
under those hydro-thermal and price maker assumptions. The simulation methodology made wide use
of existing works and led to interesting results in our application to the Panama power system.

As expected we obtained a situation in which agents were able to modify the spot prices leading
to more profitable situations than the centralized dispatch.

6.1 Further Steps

Some interesting questions of both theoretical an practical nature can be placed about this research
area. Concerning game theory, we can ask in which situation does the game has multiple equilibria
points or even what are the conditions for the existence of some equilibria.

The application of the methodology to other power systems with different number of price maker
agents is another interesting research area. The questions of how to model agents which have hydro
plants in the same cascade is extremely important and should be addressed in future works.
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7 Appendix 1 - Hydro Thermal Power Systems Operation

The state of art solution of the hydro thermal dispatch problem is given by the SDDP algorithm,
which first appeared in the seminal paper by Pereira et al. [7], many other methods and variants were
proposed to solve the operation problem such as the approximate dynamic programming [51]. However
we stick to SDDP because it is still on the leading frameworks to solve the problem and its heavily
used in industrial applications.

Aiming to understand this method and build the cornerstone of the following algorithm the SDDP
will be carefully described. The SDDP will be built over a sequence of simpler steps and classical
methods of mathematical programming. Firstly the thermal operation will be described in Section 7.1,
in the sequence, Section 7.2 aims to point out the main difficulties that arise from considering hydro
plants in the system operation. Before the advent of SDDP the problem of Section 7.2 would be solved
by Stochastic Dynamic Programming which has its own merits and is easily applied to a much wider
class of problems, in chapter 2 we present a combination of SDDP and SDP used to solve an specific
problem. Finally the SDDP method is presented with some modifications from the one first shown in
[7].

7.1 Thermal Operation

The operation of thermal system has a lot of nuances of its own and its still a extremely important
study field. A lot of effort has been put to solve many specific thermal operation problems. Some of
these very interesting problem arise from the combination of an extremely simple problem with the
most varied characteristics of real life power systems such as the Unit-Commitment problem [52], its
contigency constrained counterpart [53], the optimal power flow [17], thermal expansion [], network
expansion [].

The simplest of the thermal operation problems considers that a system us fully described by its
demand d and a set G of thermal plants. Moreover, each thermal plant i ∈ G is described by its
operation cost ci and its generation capacity gi. Such representation of a power system yield to the
following thermal dispatch problem on the variable gi:

minimize
∑
i∈G

cjgi (43)

subject to ∑
i∈G

gi = d ← πp (44)

gi ≤ gi ,∀i ∈ G (45)

The solution of this problem is the minimum cost to meet the given demand and the values of
gi in the optimum, represented as g∗i . Will be the optimal dispatch. From now on all the variables
with superscript ∗ represent their values at the optimal solution. The above problem is a standard
optimisation problem that belongs to the class of linear programming [54], these problems can be
solved by classical methods such as the Simplex Method and Barrier Methods [55][56].

In the above problem, πp represents the dual variable that corresponds to the first constraint (44).
Dual variables are fundamental concepts of optimization theory [27], also known by economists as
shadow prices since they represent the infinitesimal variation of the optimal problem value as the right
hand side of some constraint is varied.

Its easily demonstrated that the thermal problem of this section can be solved by a straightforward
algorithm in which all the plants are ordered and we choose the cheaper ones to attain the demand,
the dual variable will be the cost of the most expensive plant dispatch. We call this dispatch the merit
ordered dispatch.

To finish this section we highlight two facts. Firstly, we could have multi-period thermal dispatch
which is fundamental in unit-commitment for instance. However under our simplification hypothesis
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which only take into account cost, capacity and demand the problem has no temporal coupling and
therefore the multi-period operation decouple into single period operation. Secondly, this problem is
the archetype of a much broader class of problems which include any kind of market clearing where
agents are represented by pairs of price and quantity.

7.2 Hydro-Thermal Operation

Including hydro plants into power system operation brings to it two main difficulties: time coupling
and stochastic operation. These two characteristics make the problem extremely harder to solve when
compared to the simple thermal dispatch of last section. In this section we describe these two difficulties
so that they can be dealt with in the next sections algorithms.

Hydro plants typically include water reservoirs, which are used as storage mechanisms that can be
used to save incoming water instead of using it as it comes. The exception are the so called run of the
river hydros which do not have reservoirs, thus they turbine water as it comes. This capacity of saving
water to forthcoming periods creates a temporal coupling in the hydro-thermal operation problem.

This coupling can be used to reduce the operation cost of the power system. Hydro plant have
no operation cost since the fuel used in power generation is water, differently from thermal plants
which must buy some fuel such as Oil, Diesel, Carbon etc. Indeed both plants have some other costs
such as maintenance, but the classical simplification does not consider these costs. Therefore one could
conclude that since hydro plants have cost zero they should always come before thermals in dispatch
order. This is wrong.

In order to understand how saving water is important consider the following example. Imagine a
system composed of two thermal plants and one hydro,that will be operated in 2 stages. The thermals
have capacity 10MW and 15MW and cost 50$ by MW and 200$ by MW. The demand is always
20MW. The hydro has a full reservoir that enables it to produce 20MW, and no water will arrive to
the reservoir. Since the hydro have zero cost one could use all the water in the first stage and have a zero
cost operation, but then, in the second stage the cost of the system would be 10×50+10×200 = 2500.
However, if we decided to use only half of the water in the first stage so we could use the other half
on the other stage our total operation cost would be 2 × 10 × 50 = 1000. Therefore saving water can
be extremely important in the operation problem.

Mathematical problems with period coupling are frequently solved using a well known method
called Dynamic Programming [57] which is commonly used in control and graph problems. In the core
of this method is the construction of a recursive equation known as the Bellman equation [58]. We will
define a Bellman-equation for the hydro-thermal operation problem in the next sections.

Considering hydro plants will take the problem away from the deterministic situation to the stochas-
tic realm. The problem is that one can never know how much water will arrive in some reservoir because
it depends on physical phenomena such as the rain and ice defrost.

The incoming water of the reservoirs actually has two different sources, water used of upstream
power plants and natural water, the second one will be called inflow from now on. The inflows are
represented in the problem by a discrete time stochastic processes that materializes in random variables
for each hydro plant and stage. This takes our problem to the field of Stochastic Programming [59].

Its extremely hard to obtain analytical solutions to general stochastic programs, one of the common
methods to solve stochastic programs is the so called scenario approach. In this method, many realiza-
tions of the underlying stochastic processes are sampled from a priori fixed distributions as in a Monte
Carlo method. Finally the problem is solved for all those scenarios jointly to reach an approximate
solution of the problem.

Inflows are stochastic processes that typically have some underlying temporal structure. This pro-
cesses are known as time series and form a whole study field of its own theoretical and practical
importance [60]. Many possible models can be used to capture the temporal and spatial structure of
the inflow process the most famous are the AR processes [60], more recently state-space models have
also been used to estimate linear time series models [61]. The canonical model used in power systems
operation is the Periodic Autoregressive model known as PAR [62], which will be extremely useful in
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the next sections because is retains convexity of the model and captures periodic structure inherent to
inflows process. Many Studies have devoted attention to the use and choice of such models [63].

The scenario approach to solve stochastic problems usually takes use of the concept of a scenario
tree [] which is a sample of the stochastic process. The solution of such problem is the optimal operation
of the system. However, the computational burden to solve the problem using simply scenario trees
and extend formulations grows very rapidly with the problem size. In order to solve this exponentially
growing problem Dynamic Programming is applied as a decomposition method.

7.3 Stochastic Dynamic Programming

Literature in stochastic dynamic programming, SDP, is vast and some general bookshelf references
include [64], [65] and [66]. Before the success of [7] SDP was the fundamental technique to solve the
dispatch, but it still leads to combinatorial explosion.

In the SDP approach the multi-stage and multi-scenario problem is decomposed in single stage
deterministic (sub-)problems, that is the problem for each stage and (inflow) scenario is solved sepa-
rately. The complete solution is given by solving the problems in reverse chronological order: we start
by solving the stage t sub-problems (one for each scenario), the solution information is passed to stage
t− 1 by means of the aforementioned Bellman recursion. In other words the problem for some stage is
solved in a finite set of scenarios and from these values we construct a function to represent the cost
at stage t in stage t− 1, hence we name it a future cost function. Note that we can presents arbitrary
functions by simply using piecewise linear interpolations and MILP for instance.

The time coupling in such problem is due to the inflow process and the reservoir condition, therefore
the information linking to stages is the cost of the system operation as a function of reservoir level and
conditioned inflow values. These time coupling variables are known as State Variable.

A standard hydro thermal dispatch problem, with reservoir and inflow states, has the following
recursion:

αSDP
t (v̂st,H , [â

l
t,H ]) =

minimize
∑

i∈G,b∈B

cjgt,b,i +
1

|L|
∑
l∈L

αSDP
t+1 (vt+1,H , [a

l
t+1,H ]) (46)

subject to

vt+1,i = v̂st,i + âst,i − (ut,i + xt,i) +
∑

j∈M(i)

(ut,j + xt,j) ← πht,i ,∀i ∈ H (47)

∑
b∈B

et,b,i = ρiut,i ,∀i ∈ H (48)∑
i∈H

et,b,i +
∑
i∈G

gt,b,i = dt,b −
∑
i∈R

rt,b,i ← πpt,b ,∀b ∈ B (49)

vt+1,i ≤ vi ,∀i ∈ H (50)

ut,i ≤ ui ,∀i ∈ H (51)

et,b,i ≤ ei ,∀i ∈ H (52)

gt,b,i ≤ gi ,∀i ∈ G (53)

alt+1,i =
∑

p∈P (i,t)

φpt,iâ
s
t+1−p,i + ξ̂lt,i ,∀i ∈ H, l ∈ L (54)

Firstly we have to highlight that this is the sub-problem from a single stage and scenario, therefore
the subscript t is fixed as well as the superscript s. In this optimization problem we have as decision
variables: the generation of thermal plant i in block b given by gt,b,i, the spillage, turbined water, and
reservoir level at the end of the stage from hydro i given, respectively by ut+1,i, xt,i and vt,i; and the
hydro energy produced in each block by each plant et,b,i.
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Considering blocks is efficient approximation for the so called load levels for instance. In typical
power systems, demand varies significantly with hours of the day and days of weeks, the load in
weekends or at night is way smaller.

The sets in the above defined mathematical program are: H the set of Hydro plants, G the set of
thermal plants, R the set of renewable energy plants, B the set of blocks, M(i) the set of hydros that
spill and turbine to the reservoir of hydro i, finally we ha the set L of openings. The set of openings is
just an extra way of accounting for variability, so given the inflow scenario t we can obtain |L| possible
outcomes for stage t + 1, instead of just one, and represent future variability. This sophistication is
extremely useful for modelling Markov-chain SDDP models.

Finally we have the following constraints in the sub-problem: (47 ) represents the hydro balance;
(48) enforces that the energy produced by each hydro in all blocks must match the turbined water;
(49) represents the load balance that enforces how much energy must be produced to meet the demand
and finally (54) describes the autoregressive process of inflows.

The objective function (46) is composed of two terms: the Immediate Cost Function given by the
thermal production costs and the Future Cost Function that represents the water values since its a
function of inflows and storage in stage t+ 1. The function αSDP

t+1 (vt+1,H , [a
l
t+1,H ]) is constructed from

the solution of the problems in stage t+1 and can be represented by MILP as we previously commented.
We also have two important dual variables that come from the solution of some sub-problem: πht,i

which is the water marginal cost for plant i and the system’s energy spot price πpt,b in block b.
In a standard SDP algorithm we initialize by fixing the states for which we shall solve problems to

gather points and construnct the function

αSDP
t+1 (vt+1,H , [a

l
t+1,H ])

. Therefore we construct a discrete set M of storage vectors, v̂t,H = v̂1t,H , . . . , v̂
M
t,H and another set L

of inflow vectors ât,H = â1t,H , . . . , â
L
t,H . This procedure is done for all stages and one must note that

for the inflows the inflows are conditioned on the ones from the previous stages, due to the process
temporal structure.

Now we have the following algorithm for the SDP version of this problem:

Algorithm 1 SDP for Hydro Thermal Operation
initialize discrete sets v̂t,H and ât,H , ∀t ∈ T
for t = |T |, |T | − 1, . . . , 2, 1 do

for all v̂it,H ∈ {v̂
1
t,H , . . . , v̂

M
t,H} do

for all âit,H ∈ {â
1
t,H , . . . , â

L
t,H} do

solve problem (46)-(54)
end for

end for
Create future cost function for stage t− 1 : αSDP

t (vt,H , [a
l
t,H ])

end for

In this algorithm the number of problems that must be solve is of the order |T |×|M |×|L|. The main
problem of such method is that a system may have multiple hydros and a reasonable approximation
of their reservoir levels and inflows would require a great combination of possible values. If we fix K
possible states for both inflows and storage values we have M = L = K |H|, therefore the problem also
explodes computationally even for a small number K.

This motivates the necessity for a next algorithm to reduce even more the computational burden
of the solution of the Hydro Thermal operation.

7.4 Stochastic Dynamic Dual Programming

Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming as presented in [7] makes clever use of duality theory to
approximate the Bellman equation without having to create huge discrete sets and iterate through
them.
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SDP approximates a function by evaluating it in a discrete and finite number of points, in case
the function value is needed in some different point some interpolation must be carried on. For convex
problems its easier, while for non-convex its typically hard and one must rely on Mixed Integer Linear
Programming, MILP.

SDDP rely on the convexity of the problem to improve the approximation of the Bellman equation
known as Future Cost Function (or Future Benefit Function in the case of maximization problems)
in the standard SDDP nomenclature. The fundamental idea is to use, not only information of value
of previously evaluated functions, but also its derivative. In other words, while SDP performs a zero
order approximation of an arbitrary function by evaluating it at some points, SDDP performs a first
order approximation of the convex future cost function by evaluating a function and its derivative at
some points. The derivative can be obtained by relying on dual multipliers in a way extremely similar
to the Benders Decomposition [67].

The future cost function therefore must be convex in the standard SDDP since its epigraph shall be
approximated by a set of hyperplanes that, in theory, can represent a convex function with arbitrary
precision. Those hyperplanes are constructed only from the function evaluation and its derivative. The
epigraph of the future cost function can be described by a set of hyperplanes and the functions itself
is given by the following optimization problem:

αt+1(vt,H , [a
l
t+1,H ]) =

minimize αt+1 (55)

subject to αt+1 ≥ ϕm
t+1 +

∑
i∈H

ϕh
m
t+1,ivt,i +

∑
i∈H,p∈P (i,t)

ϕa
m
t+1,1,ia

l
t+1−p+1,i ,∀m ∈M , l ∈ L (56)

Given such approximation, the subproblem for each stage and scenarios and SDDP will be basically
the same as the SDP one, by simply replacing the future cost function:

αt(v̂
s
t,H , [â

s
t,H ]) =

minimize
∑

i∈G,b∈B

cjgt,b,i +
1

|L|
∑
l∈L

αt+1(vt+1,H , [a
l
t+1,H ]) (57)

subject to vt+1,i = v̂st,i + âst,i − (ut,i + xt,i) +
∑

j∈M(i)

(ut,j + xt,j) ← πht,i ,∀i ∈ H (58)

∑
b∈B

et,b,i = ρiut,i ,∀i ∈ H (59)∑
i∈H

et,b,i +
∑
i∈G

gt,b,i = dt,b −
∑
i∈R

rt,b,i ← πpt,b ,∀b ∈ B (60)

vt+1,i ≤ vi ,∀i ∈ H (61)

ut,i ≤ ui ,∀i ∈ H (62)

et,b,i ≤ ei ,∀i ∈ H (63)

gt,b,i ≤ gi ,∀i ∈ G (64)

alt+1,i =
∑

p∈P (i,t)

φpt,iâ
s
t+1−p,i + ξ̂lt,i ,∀i ∈ H, l ∈ L

(65)

By simply adding the equations (56) to the problem (57)-(65) we have a stage and scenario sub-
problem completely represented as a linear program.

Using derivatives imply in a much better approximation, however we will not have a significant
computational gain if points must be evaluated in a discrete pre-determined set as in SDP, at this point
the second big idea comes into play. Once more following the steps of the Benders decomposition, the
future cost function will be approximated iteratively by a scheme similar to the master/slave approach.
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In other words, instead of generating an arbitrary number of hyperplanes we iteratively generate only
the interesting ones.

The algorithm will be briefly explained and then detailed in the forthcoming paragraphs. We
start by defining initial approximations of the future cost functions in all stages by empty sets of
hyperplanes. Secondly, one define a number of scenarios and define initial values for state variables,
typically the current situation of reservoirs and inflows. The innovation vectors ξ̂lt,i, sampled from the
pertinent distributions and known as random shocks or residuals, will define the variability between
inflow scenarios in the autoregressive process and, consequently, generate some scenario tree. These
innovation vectors can be the determined a priori or on-the-run, typically we have a set L of shocks
whose cardinality is smaller than the number o scenarios. The number |L| is called the number of
openings, since each shock correspond to a tree opening, the set S of scenarios are commonly known
as forward series.

Having initialized the algorithm and defined the scenario update rule, the inflow AR equation(65),
we be begin to discuss the core algorithm. One defines feasible storage values for all stages and scenarios
then starting in the last stage t = |T | the operation is optimized for all scenarios in S, in the last
stage there is no future cost function as in the SDP algorithm. The solution of each scenario gives a
hyperplane to approximate the future cost function of stage t− 1, one proceeds this way until solving
all scenarios up to stage t = 2, this part of the algorithm is known as Backward Recursion.

In the second part of the algorithm, know as Forward Simulation, the operation problem is solved
in chronological order. Starting from stage t = 1, solutions of each stage problem (together with
the autoregressive update rule) yield to updates in the values of storage and inflow state variables
so that a locally optimal operation is obtained. From these new values of state variables another
Backward Recursion takes place generating new hyperplanes and improving the future cost function
approximation. We proceed this way until convergence is met.

The convergence of the algorithm is said to be achieved if the average total cost of the first stage
objective value stays in some confidence interval of the average sum of all stages Immediate cost
function. The Immediate Cost function is simply the total objective function of some stage minus its
future cost function.

The SDDP algorithm is summarized in the next lines:

Algorithm 2 SDDP for Hydro Thermal Operation
while Converge not met do

Forward Simulation:
for t = 1, . . . , |T | − 1 do

for all s ∈ S do
Solve problem (57)-(65)
Update the reservoir levels vt+1,i of stage t+ 1

end for
end for
Backward Recursion:
for t = 1, . . . , |T | do

for all s ∈ S do
solve problem (57)-(65)
Generate cut for stage t− 1 from objective value, solution value ad dual variables

end for
end for

end while

Because of its great practical success the SDDP algorithm has been studied continuously. The
method has been deeply analysed in light of stochastic programming framework [68], the method
convergence have been analysed by [68] and [69], stopping criteria have been also studied in [70],
performance has been studied in [71].
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8 Appendix 2 - Game Theory Overview

Game theory is a common framework for studying economic systems where not all agents can be
assumed price takers and therefore market power must be modelled. It can be seen as an extension of
the simpler social welfare maximization theory[72].

More specifically we shall rely on the basics of non-cooperative game theory[73] where agents aim
to optimize their own utility functions, [74][75], which is basically a measure of happiness, without ac-
counting for coalitions. In simple words, agents optimize their utility functions by choosing appropriate
strategies. In this work utilities will be simply revenues and strategies will be bids, either quantity bids
or price bids.

We say that we have a Nash equilibrium when, given a set of bids(strategies) for all agents, no single
agents benefits(improve their revenues) from deviating from such strategy. Basics and variants of Nash
equilibrium including existence theorems have been studied since the seminal work of John Nash [76].
Many existence theorems and method for attaining them are based on fixed-point theorems[77].

Two more concepts that shall be useful in the sequence are the ones of Cournot and Bertrand
models. The Cournot model[78] assumes the agents compete in the market via their production level,
in our case the energy quantity offer. On the other hand, in the Bertrand model[79] agents compete
via their prices, which for us are the bid prices. These two models represent, respectively, the least
and most efficient markets when taken to the limit case of a duopoly where Cournot prices are some
function of the demand and Bertrand quantities are a single value per agent, where the best price takes
all the demand.

Of course game theory has its own limitations the two more important were commented previously
on the text: the algorithmic difficulties which is a fertile research area [80] and the rationality hypothesis
that come from the expected utility hypothesis [81], which raises the question of whether real life
organizations clever enough to be players in a game.
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